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Plants capture sunlight to turn water and
carbon dioxide into food and oxygen.This
seemingly simple process is called
photosynthesis. Without it we wouldn't be able
to eat and breathe. What framed the benignant
greenery, how did plants come to paint the
Earth emerald and boost the biosphere?
Most people, also biologists, equate plants with
"green plants", the ﬂora of the land and shallow
waters. What makes them green is the
chlorophyll, a sunlight-harvesMng pigment that is
at the heart of the life-giving photosynthesis. But
the most primiMve plants are red rather than
green. More precisely, they are algae, red algae.
They sMll have chlorophyll, but they tend to hide
it beneath other pigments. Their "redness"
allows them to perform photosynthesis even in
deeper waters, more eﬃciently than what green
algae would do.
Back in Mme, photosynthesys was "invented" by
photosyntheMc bacteria called cyanobacteria. At
some stage in evoluMon, the ancestral plant
engulfed cyanobacteria that conMnued to live
within the host, establishing a proﬁtable giveand-take symbiosis. These tamed cyanobacteria
would have then evolved to become the
photosynthesis devices of modern plants, the
chloroplasts. Before this major event of
evoluMon, all of the oxygen produced within the
biosphere was released by cyanobacteria.
Photosynthesys is today mainly carried out by
plants rather than bacteria, so when did the
plants take over the role of oxygen producers?
Our evidence from 1.6 billion-year-old rocks in
central India suggests that plants emerged more
than a billion years before the major evoluMve
event called the "Cambrian Explosion", at which
the three main branches of mulMcellular
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organisms - plants, fungi and animals diversiﬁed and blossomed to put their disMncMve
signature on an otherwise mostly microbial
world.
The discovery came when our research team
invesMgated fossil cyanobacterial communiMes
from an ancient sea ﬂoor at
Chitrakoot in Madhya Pradesh, India. The
cyanobacteria lived in mats that formed pillowlike structures on the sea ﬂoor called
stromatolites. Their fossilizaMon preserves
exquisite details of cells and their interiors.
Thanks to X-ray microtomography (similar to
medical CAT scans, but with much ﬁner
resoluMon), we found embedded with the
bacterial mats two kinds of fossils that were
clearly not bacteria: threads and bulbs. When
we invesMgated these fossils in detail, we saw
features suggesMng that both these fossil forms
belonged to red algae.
The threads are about the width of a human hair
and consist of chains of cells with an internal
rhomboidal body suspended in the middle of
each cell. The walls between the cells iniMally
have a central pore, whereas mature walls are
complete but commonly show a granular object
in the middle. We interpreted the rhomboidal
body as a subunit of the modern chloroplasts
and the central wall structures as features that
characterize many modern red algae.
The cenMmeter-sized bulbs form ﬁngerlike
projecMons with cell rows resembling fountains.
These structures are very similar to what is seen
in modern lobate red algae.
Fossils can never give the same quality of
morphological and chemical detail as living
organisms, and the fossilizaMon process always
introduces artefacts that are essenMal to
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recognize and understand. DNA analysis allows
the deﬁniMon of precise evoluMonary
relaMonships of living beings but cannot be used
on fossils older than a few tens of thousands of
years. Yet with enough morphological and
structural details preserved, we may interpret
ancient fossils within the parMcular framework
that living organisms cannot provide: deep Mme.
What these Indian fossils tell us is that a billion
years before animals appeared and started to
diversify, plants were already present in the
seas.
Animals need plants to breathe and eat, and
wherever animals could go, plants must have
gone there ﬁrst to pave the way. The fossil
record from those billion years between the ﬁrst
plants and the ﬁrst animals tells us of a slow
increase of algal fossils, before the "Cambrian
Explosion", when animals suddenly ﬂooded the
seas. Plants, fungi and animals then went on to
conquer the land surfaces, and the rest is
evoluMonary history.
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